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Life’s Complicated,
Brewing Coffee Shouldn’t Be™
We know how a good cup of coffee or tea helps you connect with yourself and life’s moments.
Our goal with Bonavita is to build tools that help you brew exceptional coffee and tea just the way
you like it, every day, whether it’s a Monday morning energy boost or relaxing on a lazy Sunday.
All the products in the Bonavita world are designed to produce the results you expect with ease,
every time, with user friendly features. From coffee brewers with one-touch brewing, to kettles
with variable temperature ranges, you’re never far away from satisfying your brewing need.
See all Bonavita products at www.bonavitaworld.com

Setting the Standard
Our brewers are rigorously tested to meet the highest standards of brewing for the best
possible cup of coffee. Our flagship 8-Cup Coffee Brewer is recognized and approved by
the Specialty Coffee Association of America as part of its Certifed Home Brewer Program.
Our years of product research, refinement and taste-testing boils down to one thing...
consistency, no matter what your brewing technique might be. Our variable kettles are
used in some of the most renowned manual coffee competitions in the world.
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Life’s Complicated,
Brewing Coffee Shouldn’t Be™
The Bonavita Brewer Difference
Powerful and Precise Heater
A crucial step in brewing great coffee is reaching, and maintaining, the optimal water temperature. Water that
is too hot or too cold produces an imbalanced flavor profile and other undesirable qualities. Bonavita brewers
are fit with a powerful and precise heater that reaches the optimal temperature quickly, and maintains that
temperature throughout the brew. This results in faster brewing and, of course, exceptional coffee.
Better Saturation, Uniform Extraction
Bonavita’s wide showerhead design evenly distributes water over the coffee grounds to ensure uniform
extraction. The showerhead works in harmony with our flat bottom filter basket for even saturation.
The result is an optimal flavor profile at your desired strength.

Simple Design for Consistent Results
The ingredients for great coffee are simple: fresh coffee and pure filtered water.
At Bonavita we believe simple is good, so we’ve refined our coffee brewers down to the essential elements
needed to brew great coffee. Simple operation means it’s easy to brew a quality pot of coffee every time.

Simple operation  Essential features  Consistent results
8 Cup Warming Plate Auto Shut-Off

NEW!
Glass Carafe Coffee Brewer

• One-Touch Brewing
• Non-stick coated warming plate shuts off after 40 minutes and is easy to clean
• Optional pre-infusion mode wets fresh grounds to optimize flavor
• Unique heater releases and maintains water at the optimal brewing temperature of
       198° to 205° F (92°- 96°C) throughout the brewing process
• Flat-bottom filter for optimal flavor extraction
• Tempered glass and narrow neck design help retain heat
• Glass Carafe allows you to see coffee brewing and how much coffee is left
• Easy-fill, transparent water tank with marked measurements
• Audible signal sounds when the filter basket has finished draining and coffee is ready
• Length: 12.50 in | Width: 6.50 in | Height: 12.20 in

BV1901GW

8 Cup One Touch Brewing Auto Shut-Off
• The excellence of this coffee brewer is recognized by the Specialty Coffee
Association of America as part of its Certified Home Brewer Program.
• Powerful and precise 1500-watt heater maintains optimal brewing
       temperature of 198°-205°F (92°- 96°C)
• Optional pre-infusion mode wets fresh grounds to optimize flavor
• Flat-bottomed filter basket and large showerhead allow for optimal
       saturation and uniform extraction
• Thermal carafe keeps coffee hot. Tight fitting lid and vacuum-walled design
work together to retain heat.
• Length: 12.40 in | Width: 6.80 in | Height: 12.20 in

Thermal Carafe Coffee Brewer

BV1900TS

5 Cup One Touch Brewing Auto Shut-Off
• One touch brew operation with auto-off
• Powerful and precise 1100-watt heater maintains optimal brewing
       temperature of 198°-205°F (92°- 96°C)
• Optional pre-infusion mode wets fresh grounds to optimize flavor
• Flat bottom filter basket and large showerhead allow for optimal saturation
and uniform extraction.
• Length: 12.30 in | Width: 6.20 in | Height: 10.60 in

BV1500TS
Thermal Carafe Coffee Brewer
See all Bonavita products at www.bonavitaworld.com

The Perfect Pour
Premium Kettles
From the classic stovetop to our full-featured variable temperature models, our kettles are
constructed from brushed stainless steel and BPA-free plastic.
Heat Resistant Easy-Grip Handle
All of our kettles are engineered with a heat resistant handle making it easier to pour once your water is up
to temperature. The handles are specifically angled for positioning and pouring from the gooseneck spout.
Brushed Steel Kettle
All kettles are built with durable brushed stainless steel giving them a sleek yet timeless look.

Gooseneck Spout for the Perfect Pour
Whether you’re preparing pour-over coffee or steeping your favorite tea, the graceful gooseneck spout ensures
you always get the perfect pour. The slender gooseneck also helps control flow for more even water distribution.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustable in one degree increments 140°-212°F
1500 watts for quick heating
Real-time temperature display
LED display makes it easy to know when water is ready
Heat and hold at desired temperature for up to 60 minutes
Count-up timer makes it easy to keep track of the brewing process
Commercial UL rating
Length: 11.81 in | Width: 7.28 in | Height: 9.25 in

BV382518V

Variable Temperature Kettle

Variable Temperature Kettle

1.7 Liter Programmable Brewing Gooseneck Spout

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.0 Liter Programmable Brewing Gooseneck Spout
Adjustable in one degree increments 140°-212°F
1000 watts for quick heating
Real-time temperature display
LED display makes it easy to know when water is ready
Heat and hold at desired temperature for up to 60 minutes
Count-up timer makes it easy to keep track of the brewing process
Commercial UL rating
Length: 11.00 in | Width: 7.00 in | Height: 7.00 in

BV382510V

1.0 Liter Auto Shut-Off Gooseneck Spout
•
•
•
•

BV3825B

Electric Kettle

•
•
•
•

Stove Top Kettle

“

1000 watts for quick water boiling
360° swivel base. Kettle lifts off base for easy use and filling
Auto shut-off
Length: 10.25 in | Width: 6.00 in | Height: 8.50 in

1.0 Liter Heat Resistant Handle Gooseneck Spout
Comfortable, heat resistant handle
Works on all heating elements
Easy fill and dishwasher safe
Length: 11.25 in | Width: 5.75 in | Height: 7.25 in

BV3825ST

Huge asset in coffee/tea creation.
We use this kettle every morning for our areo press and pour over
coffee and tea in the afternoon and evening. I love the convenience
of the goose neck design, the variable temperature is perfect for
various coffee’s and teas but the absolute best feature is the ease
and precision it holds the temperature.

See all Bonavita products at www.bonavitaworld.com

Experience the Bonavita world
Drippers
Convenient Brew, Easy Clean Up
These drippers simply and conveniently deliver a great cup of coffee. They are ideal tools for those
who want to save counter space or have great coffee on the go. Pair them with one of our kettles for
the perfect pour-over package. The simple design means easy clean-up, and all are dishwasher safe.

Wide Base Immersion Dripper

V-Style Dripper #4

V-Style Dripper #2
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

Open/close switch to release coffee
Easy clean up after brewing
Porcelain construction ensures great heat retention
Uses #4 paper filter or permanent filter
16 ounce brewing capacity
Lid maintains heat while brewing
Fits on a wide variety of cup sizes or carafes

Premium bone china
Ribbing for optimum water flow
Easy grip handle
Uses #4 paper filter
Easy to clean and dishwasher safe
Length: 6.40 in | Width: 5.20 in | Height: 4.60 in

Premium bone china
Ribbing for optimum water flow
Easy grip handle
Uses #2 paper filter
Easy to clean and dishwasher safe
Length: 6.00 in | Width: 5.00 in | Height: 4.00 in

Length: 8.25 in | Width: 6.75 in | Height: 7.50 in

BV4000IDV2

“

BV4000V401

Wonderful Cup of Coffee.
I have had this dripper almost 2 years now. It makes
great coffee. You can steep the cup to your own
taste like a french press but it filters out all of the
sediment for a very clean cup of coffee.

See all Bonavita products at www.bonavitaworld.com

BV4000V2

Fresh Brew with a View

The new Bonavita 8-Cup and 5-Cup Double Walled Glass Carafes can be used with the brewer and handled immediately after, thanks to the double-walled
design. If you’re feeling crafty, try a pour-over, because this carafe is also designed to work with Bonavita drippers and other manual brewing devices.    

8 Cup Double Walled
Designed to work with the 8-cup Bonavita brewer

Glass Carafe

• Included adapter ring is designed to fit Bonavita brewer filter baskets
to allow for direct brewing into the glass carafe
• Durable double-walled tempered glass helps retain heat
• Removable lid works to hold in heat after brewing
• All components are dishwasher safe for an easy clean
• Length: 7.50 in | Width: 6.00 in | Height: 7.00 in
BV61900CAD

5 Cup Double Walled
Designed to work with the 5-cup Bonavita brewer

Glass Carafe

• Included adapter ring is designed to fit Bonavita brewer filter baskets
to allow for direct brewing into the glass carafe
• Double-walled tempered glass is durable and retains heat
• Removable lid helps with heat retention post brewing
• All components are dishwasher safe for an easy clean
• Length: 7.20 in | Width: 5.39 in | Height: 4.92 in
BV61500CAD

600ml Tempered Glass
An elegant looking Glass Tea Brewer

Glass Tea Brewer

•
•
•
•
•

Removable glass insert and lid
All components are dishwasher safe for an easy clean
Carafe can be used with manual coffee brewing devices
Made of tempered glass for durability
Length: 6.50 in | Width: 5.70 in | Height: 7.68 in
BV6600BRT

600ml Tempered Glass
Designed to work with Bonavita drippers and other manual coffee brewing devices

Glass Coffee Carafe

•
•
•
•
•

All components are dishwasher safe for an easy clean
Includes removable lid for heat retention after brewing
Use directly on a stovetop
Made of tempered glass for durability
Length: 6.30 in | Width: 5.70 in | Height: 7.68 in
BV6600CA

Travel Kettles

Tiny. Powerful. Perfect for Travel or Small Spaces
0.5 L
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connect with yourself
and life’s moments

Dual Voltage

Works with both 120V and 220V – making it an ideal travel companion
700 Watt heating element for fast boiling
Durable stainless steel design
Auto shut-off and boil-dry protection
Great for heating water for coffee or tea and instant hot cereal or soups
Length: 7.00 in | Width: 5.00 in | Height: 7.00 in
BV3825B05D

Travel Kettle

0.5 L
•
•
•
•
•

900 Watt heating element for fast boiling
Durable stainless steel design
Auto shut-off and boil-dry protection
Great for heating water for coffee or tea and instant hot cereal or soups
Length: 7.00 in | Width: 4.00 in | Height: 6.75 in
BV3825B05

Mini Kettle

• Also available in red:
BV3825B05RE

What Consumers Have To Say:

“
“

Works Great.
I travel in the US and overseas. Hotels usually have coffee makers, but I wanted a small sturdy electric
kettle to boil water for tea and oatmeal. This one really fits the bill. It heats water quickly and doesn’t take
up too much room in my carryon. Also, because it is dual voltage, I will be able to use it where ever I go.

Best Invention.
This is the best invention! I travel often and get to have my favorite tea in the mornings.

Perfect for Travel.

”

This little kettle brings water to a boil really fast. I bought it to take along when traveling in hotels. I like to make
tea and oatmeal, and the hotel coffee makers don’t actually boil water (also running water through the coffee
maker still leaves it tasting like coffee.)

For a precise pour-over, you need a scale that can think for you!
The Bonavita Auto Tare Gram Scale offers precise measurements with
automatic taring, for a consistent cup of coffee or pot of tea every time.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auto Tare Scale

Four modes that automatically tare weight and two manual tare modes
Measures .1 gram increments up to 2000g (4.4lbs)
Unique nano-coating helps prevent water damage
Count up timer for timed brewing
Programmable auto-off settings
Battery operated
Length: 7.00 in | Width: 5.50 in | Height: 1.25 in
BV2100SC

Visit us online to learn more or find a retailer near you:
www.bonavitaworld.com
1.855.664.1252 info@bonavitaworld.com
Espresso Supply Inc. is the worldwide distributor of Bonavita®
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